We propose deterministic realizations of nonlinear phase gates by repeating non-commuting Rabi interactions feasible between a harmonic oscillator and only a single two-level ancillary qubit. We show explicitly that the key nonclassical features of the states after the ideal cubic phase gate and the quartic phase gate are reproduced faithfully by the engineered operators. This theoretical proposal completes the universal set of operators in continuous variable quantum computation.
Quantum linear harmonic oscillators, systems with states defined in an infinite-dimensional Fock space, are at the center of continuous variables (CV) quantum information processing [1] . Physical realizations of quantum harmonic oscillators employ a traveling light [2] and collective modes of atomic spins [3] , motion modes of trapped ions [4] , and cavity [5] or circuit quantum electrodynamics [6] . In order to fully control these systems as a quantum computation platform we need the ability to implement an arbitrary nonlinear operation. The principal requirement is reduced to an access to nonlinearity of the third order -the cubic nonlinearity -and then use it for implementation of nonlinearities of higher order [7] . However, obtaining even the cubic nonlinearity is not straightforward. The evolution in cubic potential is inherently instable, even in the overdamped regime [8] . Naturally appearing nonlinear media do not come with sufficient strength and purity [9] and the evolution operator needs to be crafted by manipulating individual quanta of the harmonic oscillator. These approaches rely on nonlinear conditional measurements [10] [11] [12] , deterministic feed-forward aided by nonlinear ancillary states [13] [14] [15] [16] , or deterministic control over a two-level system coupled to the oscillator [17, 18] . These methods are specialized to different CV systems and resources. By far the most effective approaches in quantum optics and quantum electrodynamics (QED) exploit the coupling between the harmonic oscillator and an associated two level system, which is the standard scenario in trapped ions and circuit QED. This efficiency originates from the inherent nonlinearity of the two-level system, which can impart nonclassical behavior to the oscillator simply by "being there" [19] . There are two distinct approaches towards realizing the nonlinear operations, either in a single involved step [18] , or by incremental construction from weak elementary interactions [12, 17] . In the following, we will focus on the method of elementary gates [17] , directly extended towards continuous-variable phase gates by designing a different coupling. Such gates offer the ability to address the wave-like features of quantum systems and can be employed for simulation of particles in nonlinear poten- * Electronic address: park@optics.upol.cz tials [20] .
In this Letter we propose deterministic methods for realizing a unitary nonlinear quadrature phase gate of an arbitrary order for quantum harmonic oscillators. The gates realized by our method gradually approach unitary evolutions, which take advantage of the so-called Rabi interaction between the harmonic oscillator and a coupled two-level system. They consist of ordinary elementary building blocks simply repeated to achieve nonlinearities of arbitrary strength in the limit of infinite resources. We analyze the performance of these methods under the assumption of finite resources.
The continuous-variable phase gates are represented by unitary operatorsÛ m = exp[iχ mX m ], where the arbitrary integer m denotes the order of the operation. X = (â +â † )/ √ 2 is a quadrature operator of the harmonic oscillator, andâ andâ † denote the ladder operators. The two-level system, or a qubit, is described by a Bloch sphere with the SU [2] algebra represented by Pauli matrices σ i with i = x, y, z satisfying a set of commutation relations [σ i , σ j ] = 2iǫ ijk σ k with a Levi-Civita symbol ǫ ijk . The main ingredient is a sequence of individual Rabi interactions between the harmonic oscillator and two level systems, already feasible at the various platforms [21, 22] . A coupling referred to as the Rabi interaction [23] is represented by a unitary operator exp[itσ iX ], where t is its effective strength. In trapped ionic system, this interaction can occur between a motional degree of freedom and the atomic internal two-level states via bichromatic laser driving red and blue motional sidebands in Lamb-Dicke regime [21] . In circuit QED system, this type of interaction arises between a superconducting qubit such as a flux or a transmon qubit and a waveguide resonator in the ultrastrong-coupling regime [22] .
Rabi gates with different orientation of σ i do not commute and we can exploit this non-commutative behavior to elaborate important ingredients before the proposal of phase gates. With the help of the Baker-CampbellHausdorff formula [24] , new combined operators to be used as building blocks are derived as: is controlled in time segments alternatingly corresponding to the assigned Pauli operators for a given strength [21] . In circuit QED system, exactly the same control sequence can be obtained by controlling the phase of the external driving fields φ d [25] .
where the harmonic oscillator operatorsT 1,2 introduced for a shorthand notation commute with all the other operators in the formula. When the qubit is prepared in the ground state |g of an eigenstate of σ z , subject to a sequence of two combined operatorsM 1,2 , and subsequently projected onto the ground state by a suitable measurement, the resulting operator is expressed aŝ
Here the approximation holds when the eigenvalues of the operatorsT 1 andT 2 relevant for the input states are all small enough [10] . In our case,T 1 = t 1X andT 2 = t 2X , and the condition requires the states to be localized in X-representation. For a small t 1 and t 2 the gate is practically applicable to an arbitrary state. The importance of these new operatorsÔ 3,s andÔ 4,s lies in the observation that they correspond to interaction Hamiltonians no longer linear inT i . They instead contain trigonometric functions ofT i , or infinite-order polynomials containing all orders of non-linear terms. These terms can be exploited in realization of the nonlinear operations of an arbitrary order. Let us first begin with the realization of the cubic gate represented by the unitary operatorÛ 3 = exp[iχ 3X 3 ] with the target strength χ 3 . We can start from (2) with Rabi interactions arranged as in Fig. 1(a) with the sub-
The last form can be expanded into the (3) has |g as its eigenstate, beneficial in experimental implementation because the success probability of the operation approaches one. The final projective measurement on ancilla is thus of a minor contribution, and we may choose to ignore the measurement outcomes and achieve a deterministic operation represented by a trace preserving map
represents the failure operator vanishing for weak Rabi strengths t 1 , t 2 ≪ 1. In order to enhance the total strength of the nonlinearity we may apply the weak gate multiple times. After R repetitions, the output state ρ re = Γ R [ρ 0 ] produced by the cubic gate feels the effective strength χ 3 = 4t 2 t 2 1 R. We note that two free parameters exist among t 1 , t 2 , and R to achieve a target operator at a fixed strength χ 3 . These free parameters can be used to optimize the performance of the target gate. The cancellation by the correction displacement operatorĜ c can equivalently be done altogether at once after all the repetitions of rounds instead at each round, due to the commutativity ofĜ c withÔ 3,s andÔ f to simplify the experimental setup.
Instead of using five elementary Rabi interactions as in (3), different numbers of Rabi interactions can be used. Weak cubic gate can be also obtained by using three elementary Rabi interactions M 1 (t 1X , t 2X )|g , or two Rabi interactions M 1 (t 1X , t 2 )|g in place ofÔ 3,s in (4). We can also effectively increase the number of Rabi interactions in each round by reducing the frequency of re-initialization of the ancillary state as
k |g in place ofÔ 3,s for integers k > 1. The performance of these approaches is, however, worse for equal numbers of elementary Rabi interactions (see supplemental material). We shall therefore consider only the best operation (3) for the following analysis.
FIG. 2: (Color online) Dependence of functionalities of deterministic cubic gates on the number of rounds R. (a) Fidelity
F vs R, (b) fidelity of change F ⊥ vs R, (c) purity P vs R at various strengths χ3 = 0.1 (blue), 0.2 (red), 0.3(green). All properties of the output states are enhanced as R is increased for all strength χ3, and (d) purity of the orthogonal state P ⊥ vs R at various strengths χ3 = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3. All properties of the output states are enhanced as R is increased for all strength χ3.
Let us now evaluate the performance of the engineered cubic gate. We start by applying the operation to an initial pure quantum state ρ 0 = |ψ 0 ψ 0 | and verify how close the resulting state is to its ideal form. This can be quantified by the fidelity F = Tr[ρ id ρ re ], where ρ id =Û 3 ρ 0Û † 3 is the ideal state and ρ re = Γ R [ρ 0 ] is the realized state. In Fig. 2 we can see that with increasing number of repetitions corresponding to a high resource limit R → ∞, the fidelity is approaching one for an arbitrary value of desired cubic interaction strength for the vacuum state |0 . However, for small values of interaction strength, the fidelity has a weakness as a figure of merit, because it draws dominant contribution from the presence of the initial quantum state ρ 0 [13, 14] . Therefore, the closeness of the generated state ρ re to the ideal state ρ id after the initial state component is removed from both states can be a complementary measure of performance without the weakness. This mathematical removal can be achieved when a density matrix ρ is projected onto a subspace orthogonal to the initial pure state ρ 0 as
. The fidelity after the initial state removal between the target state and the simulated state
⊥ re ] will be denoted as the fidelity of change, and is shown in Fig. 2 for various target strengths. We again observe that F ⊥ → 1 in the high resource limit. Another measure of performance, suitable for confirmation of the unitarity of the approximative operation, is the purity P [ρ re ] = Tr[ρ 2 re ] which takes a value 1 for a pure state. The purity is reduced by the presence of the failure operatorsÔ f in (4), but Fig. 2 demonstrates that this influence can be indeed vanishing as well in the high resource limit. The purity of the state after initial state removal P [ρ ⊥ ] also approaches 1 as an auxiliary proof of the closeness of the operators. In addition to quantitative figures of merit, we can also look for qualitative ones to check the nonclassical aspects of the engineered states. Wigner functions describe quantum states in quadrature phase space analogous to the classical probability densities. Nonclassical states produced by quantum nonlinearities exhibit peculiar properties, one of which is the presence of negative values. Each nonclassical state has a specific pattern of these nonclassical regions, and we can therefore check whether the states generated by the approximate cubic gate exhibit analogous patterns as the ideal cases. When the vacuum is the initial state, the ideal cubic statesÛ 3 |0 exhibit negative fringes in the area given by p < 0 around x = 0, where x, p are the eigenvalues of the quadrature operatorsX andP = (â −â † )/ √ 2i. In Fig 3, we have plotted Wigner function values W (x = 0, p) for several cubic states at different strengths and the corresponding number of repetitions. We see that the two Wigner functions overlap nearly indistinguishably, and the approximate gate closely follows the ideal scenario, which confirms the gradual reproduction of the nonlinear dynamics.
To test the validity of our scheme for arbitrary input states, we have considered a set of coherent states FIG. 4: (a) The region for which fidelity to the ideal state is larger than 0.99 for a cubic phase gate. With a relatively low number of repetition, a high strength cubic gate is achieved for broad amplitudes of coherent states. The area of the regions can be expanded to an indefinite χ3 → ∞ when a high resource is accessible R → ∞. (b) The region for which the fidelity of change F ⊥ to the ideal state is larger than 0.95 for the same generated operators. The fidelity of change is smaller than the full fidelity, but we still can observe the expansion when a larger R is used. |α = exp(− √ 2iαP ) |0 with α > 0 representing the amplitude of the state. Coherent states are suitable for feasible verification due to easy generation in an experimental setting, while spanning the entire Hilbert space to form an overcomplete basis. Fig. 4 (a) shows the region over α and χ where the fidelity with the ideal cubic gate is larger than a chosen threshold F > 0.99. We can see that even with a relatively low number of repetitions R, a high strength cubic gate is achieved at a reasonable fidelity for broad range of amplitudes of coherent states, while a higher number of rounds is necessary for the coherent states to achieve a same fidelity for the vacuum state. Fig. 4 (b) shows, analogously, the area in which the fidelity of change satisfies F ⊥ > 0.95. Both of these results imply that the approximate cubic gate scheme is applicable to a wide class of states and that increasing the number of repetitions can extend this range.
The basic principles applied to the cubic gate can be extended towards the fourth-and higher-order nonlinear quadrature phase gates. The fourth order quartic gatê U 4 = exp[iχ 4X 4 ] can be realized by a sequence of elementary Rabi interactionŝ
As in the case of the cubic gate, the crucial step lies in compensation of the lowest order term exp[i4t 2 t 1X 2 ] in the approximate expansion
for small values of t 1 .
In this case, the correction step needs to be realized by a squeezing operation
. This squeezing operation can be similarly engineered from non-commuting Rabi interactions fromÔ 4,s with different parameters t perform the same analysis for Wigner functions, F and F ⊥ as for cubic gates. The simulation of the negative regions in the Wigner function of the quartic phase gate again shows a qualitative similarity, with only a small deviation. We can also achieve interaction with an arbitrary strength χ 4 , even though the requirements are stricter than for the cubic gate.
In general, the phase gatesÛ m = exp[iχ mX m ] for an arbitrary integer m can be similarly achieved by applying (3) when m is odd, or (5) when m is even, and eliminating all the undesirable lower order terms by already acheived phase gates G c =Û k<m . The proposed deterministic scheme asymptotically realize an arbitrary unitary nonlinear quadrature phase gate achievable with the current technology. This scheme requires a sequence of controllable Rabi interactions between a harmonic oscillator and an ancillary two-level system [21, 22] , and the ability to periodically re-initialize the two-level system in its ground state. This sequence needs to be performed on timescales faster than the free evolution of the systems. Each individual sequence of Rabi interactions realizes a weak nonlinear quadrature phase gate, and stronger gates can be obtained by repeating the elementary steps. This repetition allows building up the desired operations incrementally and monitoring the dynamic evolution of the systems. This approach allows closing the universal set of operators in continuous variable quantum computation.
